Abstract Recently, due to the rapid growth of electronic data having graph structures such as HTML and XML texts and chemical compounds, many researchers have been interested in data mining and machine learning techniques for finding useful patterns from graphstructured data (graph data). Since graph data contain a huge number of substructures and it tends to be computationally expensive to decide whether or not such data have given structural features, graph mining problems face computational difficulties. Let C be a graph class which satisfies a connected hereditary property and contains infinitely many different biconnected graphs, and for which a special kind of the graph isomorphism problem can be computed in polynomial time. In this paper, we consider learning and mining problems for C. Firstly, we define a new graph pattern, which is called a block preserving graph pattern (bpgraph pattern) for C. Secondly, we present a polynomial time algorithm for deciding whether or not a given bp-graph pattern matches a given graph in C. Thirdly, by giving refinement operators over bp-graph patterns, we present a polynomial time algorithm for finding a minimally generalized bp-graph pattern for C. Outerplanar graphs are planar graphs which can be embedded in the plane in such a way that all of vertices lie on the outer boundary. Many pharmacologic chemical compounds are known to be represented by outerplanar graphs.
The class of connected outerplanar graphs O satisfies the above conditions for C. Next, we propose two incremental polynomial time algorithms for enumerating all frequent bp-graph patterns with respect to a given finite set of graphs in O. Finally, by reporting experimental results obtained by applying the two graph mining algorithms to a subset of the NCI dataset, we evaluate the performance of the two graph mining algorithms.
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Introduction
Recently, due to the rapid growth of available data, there are growing expectations and desires for discovering interesting and useful patterns which are hidden in datasets. Particularly, many researchers are interested in knowledge discovery from data having structures such as sequences, trees, or graphs (Agrawal and Srikant 1994; Cook and Holder 2007; Han and Kamber 2001; Han et al. 2004 ). Graph-structured data (including tree structured data) widely appears in various practical fields. For example, web documents such as HTML and XML texts can be expressed by ordered trees, chemical compounds can be expressed by graphs whose vertices and edges correspond to atoms and bonds between atoms respectively, and glycans can be expressed by trees whose nodes and edges correspond to single sugars and covalent bonds, respectively. Moreover, graphs are suitable for representation of relationships between entities, such as link structures of the World Wide Web, gene regulatory networks, and so on. For such graph data, data mining and machine learning techniques for finding their characteristic structures will be useful for many practical applications.
Many graph mining techniques of extracting frequently occurring subgraphs in graph datasets have been proposed (see Cook and Holder 2007) . In addition, many researchers have developed frequent substructure mining methods for specific graph classes, e.g. FreqT (Asai et al. 2002 (Asai et al. , 2003 , Find_Freq_CPP (Uchida et al. 2004) and TreeMiner (Zaki 2002) for trees (typically rooted), SUBDUE (Cook and Holder 1994) , AGM (Inokuchi et al. 2000) , FSG (Kuramochi and Karypis 2001) , gSpan (Yan and Han 2002) , and GBI (Yoshida and Motoda 1995) for more general graphs than trees. Especially, Horváth et al. (2006) proposed a frequent subgraph mining algorithm for outerplanar graphs, which are planar graphs embedded in the plane in such a way that all of vertices lie on the outer boundary. For graph mining algorithms, graph and subgraph isomorphisms play a key role throughout the computations. It is known that the subgraph isomorphism problem for general graphs is NP-complete, and the graph isomorphism problem for general graphs appears to be hard. Hence, compared with traditional data mining like frequent itemset mining, graph mining problems face computational difficulties, because graphstructured data have a huge number of substructures. However, for some special classes of graphs such as trees, outerplanar graphs (Lingas 1989) , planar graphs all of whose blocks are triconnected (Hopcroft and Wong 1974) , the graph isomorphism problem can be decided efficiently. In this paper, we focus attention on such classes of graphs, denoted by C, for which a special kind of the graph isomorphism problem can be solved in polynomial time. The purpose of this paper is to show an efficient graph mining algorithm, based on computational and algorithmic learning theory, for solving a problem of extracting structural features from graph data which can be expressed by graphs in C.
Graph mining strategies of extracting frequent maximal substructures contribute speedup and efficiency improvement of systems analyzing graph data. Consider the set D = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 } of graphs given in Fig. 1 . Any graph in D has both graphs F 1 and F 2 also shown in Fig. 1 as subgraphs. Since F 2 has F 1 as a subgraph and is a maximal subgraph common to all graphs in D, F 2 is considered a more meaningful structural feature of D than F 1 . As other effective mining strategies, extracting frequent graph-structured patterns, which can express not only frequent substructures but also associated structural relations between substructures common to graph data, have been proposed, e.g., algorithms for term graph patterns having tree structures (Shoudai et al. 2001 ) and for gap tree patterns under into-matching semantics (Arimura et al. 2001) .
As one of such graph-structured patterns, we proposed a graph pattern having edge labels and internal structured variables, called a term graph pattern, in (Uchida et al. 1995) . A variable in a term graph pattern consists of some number of vertices and can be substituted by an arbitrary term graph pattern. We say that a term graph pattern g matches a graph G if G is obtained from g by replacing all variables with certain graphs. In Fig. 1 , as an example of term graph patterns, we give a term graph pattern f having only one variable labeled with x and a term graph pattern g having two graphs F 1 and F 2 as subgraphs and having variables (v 1 , v 2 ) and (v 3 ) labeled with x and y, respectively. The term graph pattern g matches the graph G in Fig. 1 because G is obtained from g by replacing variables (v 1 , v 2 ) and (v 3 ) with graphs G 1 and G 2 , respectively, Consider the set D = {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 } of graphs in Fig. 1 again. The term graph pattern f in Fig. 1 matches all of graphs in D. On the other hand, the term graph pattern g matches two graphs G 3 and G 4 , but matches neither G 1 nor G 2 . Since f matches any graph, regardless of D, we can see that the structural feature expressed by f is meaningless. Moreover, since exactly one half of D has the structural feature expressed by g, we can see that g is meaningful. In this paper, we define a new graph-structured pattern, called a block preserving graph pattern (bp-graph pattern for short) as a special type of a connected term graph pattern. Especially, a bp-graph pattern forming an outerplanar graph structure is called a block preserving outerplanar graph pattern (bpo-graph pattern for short). In Fig. 1 , as an example of bpo-graph patterns, we give two bpo-graph patterns f and g.
For considering learnabilities of bp-graph patterns, we use the framework of inductive inference. Inductive inference is a process of hypothesizing a general rule from examples. Angluin (1980b) and Shinohara (1982) showed that if a class L has finite thickness, and the matching problem and the minimal language (MINL, for short) problem for L are computable in polynomial time then L is polynomial time inductively inferable from positive data. Based on this framework, in this paper, we consider the polynomial time learnabilities of a graph class C. Let O be the set of connected outerplanar graphs. In ), we presented a polynomial time algorithm for deciding whether or not a given bp-graph pattern matches a given graph in O. Let C be a graph class which satisfies a connected hereditary property and contains infinitely many different biconnected graphs, and for which a special kind of the graph isomorphism problem can be computed in polynomial time. In this paper, we consider a general framework of the matching problem for bp-graph patterns and present a polynomial time algorithm for deciding whether or not a given bp-graph pattern matches a given graph in C. This follows up on our previous work where we presented polynomial time matching algorithms for term graph patterns having tree structures (term tree patterns) (Miyahara et al. 2000; Suzuki et al. 2003) , having two-terminal series parallel (TTSP) graph structures (Takami et al. 2009 ), and having interval graph structures .
A bp-graph pattern p is said to be minimally generalized explaining a given finite set S of graphs if S ⊆ L(p) and there is no bp-graph pattern q such that S ⊆ L(q) L(p), where Fig. 1 Graphs G, G 1 , G 2 , G 3 , G 4 and bp-graph patterns g, f . A variable is drawn by a box with lines to its elements. The label inside a box represents the variable label of the variable for a bp-graph pattern g, L(g) denotes the set of all graphs obtained from g by replacing all variables in g with arbitrary connected graphs. Hence, it is natural that a minimally generalized bp-graph pattern is more suitable for explaining a given set of graphs. For example, since there exist bp-graph patterns like g in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 is not minimally generalized with respect to {G, G 3 , G 4 }. An algorithm is said to be an MINL algorithm for C if it finds a minimally generalized bp-graph pattern explaining a given finite set of graphs in C. In , we presented a polynomial time MINL algorithm for O. In this paper, we give a polynomial time MINL algorithm for C. Hence, we show that C is polynomial time inductively inferable from positive data. As other related works, we proposed polynomial time MINL algorithms for term graph patterns having ordered tree structures (Suzuki et al. 2006) , TTSP graph structures (Takami et al. 2009 ), and interval graph structures .
Many pharmacologic chemical compounds are known to be represented by outerplanar graphs. For example, 94.3% of all elements in the NCI dataset (NCI 2000) , which is one of popular chemical databases, are expressed by outerplanar graphs. Let S be a finite subset of O. Next, we give two graph mining algorithms that generate all frequent bp-graph patterns for S. The first algorithm is based on an Apriori-like technique which is used in a subgraph mining algorithm for outerplanar graphs presented by Horváth et al. (2006) . The second algorithm is a version of the first one substantially improved by using refinement operators which are used in our MINL algorithm for bp-graph patterns. Both algorithms enumerate all frequent bp-graph patterns for S in incremental polynomial time. In order to show the performance of our graph mining algorithms, we report experimental results of applying our graph mining algorithms to a data mining problem for enumerating all frequent bp-graph patterns for a subset of the NCI dataset (NCI 2000) which are expressed by O. This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we define a block preserving graph pattern which is a special type of a term graph pattern. In Sect. 3, we propose a polynomial time algorithm for the matching problem for C. In Sect. 4, we propose a polynomial time MINL algorithm for C. In Sect. 5, we propose two graph mining algorithms for generating all frequent bp-graph patterns in a set of graphs in O. Then, we evaluate the performance of our graph mining algorithms. In Sect. 6, we conclude this work and show directions for future work.
Block preserving graph pattern
A graph pattern is defined as a graph-structured pattern with internal variables, which represents characteristic common structures in graph data. In this section, we introduce a new graph pattern which is called a block preserving graph pattern. For a connected undirected graph G, the sets of all vertices and edges of G are denoted by V (G) and A list is denoted by a collection of elements enclosed in parentheses, e.g. (u 1 , u 2 , u 3 ). The k-th element in a list σ is denoted by σ [k] . For a set and a list S, we denote by |S| the number of elements in S. Let and be two alphabets each of whose elements is called a vertex label and an edge label, respectively. Let X be an infinite alphabet where
Definition 1 (Block preserving graph patterns) Let G be a connected undirected graph. Let E b be a subset of the set of bridges of G and V a subset of V (G). A ( , )-labeled block preserving graph pattern p on an underlying graph G is defined as a triple (v) , is the total sum of edges adjacent to v and bridge variables including v,
For a set of bp-graph patterns D, we describe the total sum of the numbers of vertices of graph patterns in D as the vertex size of D.
Let p and q be bp-graph patterns. We say that p is isomorphic to q, denoted by p ∼ = q, if there exists a bijection ψ :
A planar graph is a graph which can be drawn in the plane in such a way that its edges cross only at their endpoints. An outerplanar graph is a planar graph which can be drawn in the plane in such a way that all vertices have a border with the outer face. The set of all bp-graph patterns over a vertex label set and an edge label set is denoted by P Λ,Δ and the set of all ground bp-graph patterns in P Λ,Δ is denoted by G Λ,Δ . Let C be a class of graphs (e.g., trees, outerplanar graphs, planar graphs, etc). P Λ,Δ [C] denotes the set of all bp-graph patterns p in P Λ,Δ such that all blocks of the underlying graph of p belong to C and G Λ,Δ [C] denotes the set of all ground bp-graph patterns in P Λ,Δ [C] . We say that a graph class C has a connected hereditary property if every graph in C is connected and its connected induced subgraphs are also contained in C. The classes of trees, connected outerplanar graphs, and connected planar graphs have a connected hereditary property. As an example of bp-graph patterns, in Fig. 1 , we give a bp-graph pattern g in P Λ,Δ having variables (v 1 , v 2 ) and (v 3 ) labeled with x and y, respectively, so that the bp-graph Fig. 1 where G 1 and G 2 are graphs in Fig. 1 
Proposition 1 If
In Definition 1, we restrict the number of ports of variables in bp-graph patterns to at most 2. It is because the matching problem, as is stated later, even for a tree-structured pattern which has variables with more than 3 ports is NP-complete (Miyahara et al. 2000) . The time complexity of the matching problem for a bp-graph pattern all of whose variables have at most 3 ports is not known. In this paper, we focus on outerplanar graphs particularly. We denote by O the class of all outerplanar graphs. We call a bp-graph pattern in P Λ,Δ [O] a block preserving outerplanar graph pattern (a bpo-graph pattern) . For example, a bp-graph pattern g in Fig. 1 is a bpo-graph pattern in P Λ,Δ [O] .
A pattern matching algorithm for BP-graph patterns

General framework
In this section, we give a general framework of a pattern matching algorithm for solving the following problem for any graph class C.
Matching Problem for
. Problem: Decide whether or not p matches G.
For a bp-graph pattern p in P Λ,Δ [C] and a vertex r in V (p), let p r be a rooted bp-graph pattern obtained by specifying r as the root. For bp-graph patterns p and q in P Λ,Δ [C] , and vertices r ∈ V (p) and r ∈ V (q), we say that p r is isomorphic to q r if there exists an isomorphism ψ : The bp-subgraph pattern rooted at u which is induced by all vertices in b ∈ B r (u) and all descendants of vertices in V (b) − {u}.
Consider the rooted graph G w 8 3 having the vertex w 8 as the root, where G 3 is a graph given in Fig. 1 . Then, w 4 , w 9 , w 10 , w 11 and w 12 are the children of the root w 8 . Since both w 3 and w 5 are children of w 4 and cutpoints of G w 8 3 , w 3 and w 5 are child-cutpoints of w 4 and w 4 is the parent-cutpoint of both w 3 and w 5 . We can see that Leaf (G
Below we also use the above notations for a rooted connected graph G s in the same meanings.
Definition 4 Let p r be a rooted bp-graph pattern, G s a rooted connected graph, and v a vertex in V (G s ). The correspondence-set (C-set for short) of v is the set of all vertices u in
Moreover we use the following notations for a vertex v ∈ V (G s ) and B ∈ B s (v) .
CS(v):
The correspondence-set of v.
CS(v, B):
The set of all pairs (u, b) 
IS(v):
The set of all vertices u ∈ V (p r ) such that there is a descendant w of v which satisfies u ∈ CS(w). We call this set the inheritance-set (I-set for short) of v. Fig. 2 by using a dynamic programming manner. The following lemmas play important roles to show the correctness of our pattern matching algorithm (1) u is a leaf and a port of a terminal variable.
Lemma 2 Let p r be a rooted bp-graph pattern and G s a rooted connected graph. For any leaf v in V (G s ), u ∈ CS(v) if and only if u is a leaf and λ p (u) = λ G (v).
(2) 0 < |B r (u)| < |B s (v)|,
u is a port of a variable, and there is an injection
ψ : B r (u) → B s (v) such that (u, b) ∈ CS(v, ψ(b)) for all b ∈ B r (u). (3) 0 < |B r (u)| = |B s (v)| and there is a bijection ψ : B r (u) → B s (v) such that (u, b) ∈ CS(v, ψ(b)) for all b ∈ B r (u). Proof Let B r (u) = {b 1 , . . . , b } and B s (v) = {B 1 , . . . , B k }. Suppose that the if-statement holds. It is immediate for the case |B r (u)| = 0. Let θ i (1 ≤ i ≤ ) be a substitution such that p r [u, b i ]θ i ∼ = G s [v, ψ(b i )]. Let θ be the union of all θ i (1 ≤ i ≤ ). If ψ is a bi- jection and H (p) does not have a terminal variable (u), p r [u]θ ∼ = G s [v] holds.
If ψ is a bijection and there is a terminal variable h = (u) ∈ H (p), by adding a trivial binding for
x(h) to θ , p r [u]θ ∼ = G s [v] holds.
If ψ is not a bijection, H (p) has a terminal variable (u). LetḠ be the subgraph of G s [v] induced by v and all vertices of bicomponents in
If u is a leaf of p r , since v is not a leaf, there must be a terminal variable (u) . Suppose that u is not a leaf of p r . There exist a substitution θ and an isomorphism ϕ from
is an injection which satisfies the statement (1). Otherwise ψ satisfies the statement (2).
Lemma 4 Let p r be a rooted bp-graph pattern and G s a rooted connected graph. For any v ∈ V (G s ), u ∈ IS(v) if and only if either of the following conditions holds.
(
1) v is a leaf of G s and u ∈ CS(v). (2) v is not a leaf of G s and u ∈ CS(v) ∪ ( all children c of v IS(c)).
Proof It is immediate from the definitions of C-sets and I-sets.
Lemma 5 Let p r be a rooted bp-graph pattern and G s a rooted connected graph. Let v be a vertex which is not a leaf of G s and B ∈ B s (v). Then, (u, b) ∈ CS(v, B) if and only if λ p (u) = λ G (v) and either of the following three conditions holds.
(1) b and B are bridges {u, u } and {v, v }, respectively, and δ p ({u, u 
is a bridge variable (u, u ) and there is a child v of v such that u ∈ IS(v ). (3) b and B are blocks and there is an isomorphism
Proof This is shown in a straightforward way from the definition of bp-graph patterns and Proposition 2.
The running time MATCH-P Λ,Δ [C] depends on the computation between lines 10 and 13 of procedure MATCHBICOMPONENTS. We formally define the following problem.
Block Isomorphism with Vertex Correspondence Sets for C Input: Two blocks b and B in a specified class C, and correspondence sets CS(v) ⊆ V (b) for all v ∈ V (B). Problem: Decide whether or not there is a graph isomorphism ψ :
Since the size of any correspondence set is at most |V (b)|, the computational time of the above problem depends only on |V (b)| and |V (B)|. We denote by MC(n, N) the worst computational time of solving Block Isomorphism with Vertex Correspondence Sets for C for blocks b and B whose numbers of vertices are n and N , respectively. Then we have the following theorem.
Theorem 1 Let C be a class of graphs which satisfies a connected hereditary property. For a given bp-graph pattern
Proof The correctness follows from Lemmas 1-5 and the fact that C has a connected hereditary property. Let m and M be the total numbers of bicomponents in p and G, respectively. At first we consider the running time to decide whether or not (Dinic 1970; Hopcroft and Karp 1973) . Then the running time needed for deciding whether or not , N) ) time. Considering the two foreach loops at lines 2 and 8, the total running time is O (NmMMC(n, N) ) time. Since m ≤ n and M ≤ N , we have this theorem.
A pattern matching algorithm for bpo-graph patterns
For an outerplanar graph G, an outerplanar embedding of G is a planar embedding in which all vertices have a border with the outer face. Any block B of G has a unique cycle consisting of all vertices of B, which form the boundary of an outerplanar embedding of B. We call the unique cycle of B the outer cycle of B. A diagonal is an edge which is contained in B but not on the outer cycle of B.
For a block B in a bpo-graph pattern p, we can index all vertices of B in the clockwise or counterclockwise order of the outer cycle in an outerplanar embedding of B. 
Let B be a block of a bpo-graph pattern p, v a start vertex of B and = |V (B)|. We suppose that all vertices in B are numbered in the clockwise order of the outer cycle in an outerplanar embedding of B from v.
We assume that symbols "/", "(", ")", and "|" are not included in Λ ∪ Δ. The cycle label of B is defined as label c (B, v) ({ , 1}) , and the diagonal label of B is defined as label d (B, v) (B, v) . We denote by μ p (B, v) the other block label of B in the case of the counterclockwise order. For example, let p be a bpo-graph pattern having a block B given in Fig. 3 
Proof Since G is a connected outerplanar graph and B is a block of G, this is shown in a straightforward way from the definition of C-sets. 
In this section, we give an algorithm for solving the following problem.
Minimal Language (MINL) Problem for L Λ,Δ (C)
For the class of bp-graph pattern languages L Λ,Δ (C), from the theoretical result by Angluin (1980a) and Shinohara (1982) , if L Λ,Δ (C) has finite thickness, i.e., for any nonempty finite set S ⊂ G Λ,Δ [C] , the cardinality of the set {L ∈ L Λ,Δ (C) | S ⊆ L} is finite, and the membership problem and the minimal language problem for L Λ,Δ (C) are solvable in polynomial time then L Λ,Δ (C) is polynomial time inductively inferable from positive data.
It is easy to see that the following lemma holds.
Lemma 7 Let C be a class of graphs. The class L Λ,Δ (C) has finite thickness.
Proof Let S be a nonempty finite subset of
Moreover, the number of all edge labels and the number of all vertex labels appearing in G are finite. Therefore the set {g Proof Let p be a bp-graph pattern computed by algorithm MINL [C] for an input S. Let Λ S , Δ S , and Υ S be the sets of vertex labels, edge labels, and blocks, respectively, which appear in all graphs in S. Let p 2 and p 3 be temporary bp-graph patterns of p immediately after Steps 2 and 3 in algorithm MINL[C] respectively. Since no new vertex is added at Steps 3 
, which consists of either a single edge with an edge label in Δ − Δ S or a block which does not belong to Υ S . Let θ be a substitution for p which replaces all bridge variables with copies of the biconnected graph b and all terminal variables with graphs consisting of a single vertex.
, there is a substitution θ 2 for p 2 such that qθ ∼ = p 2 θ 2 . We note that each occurrence of b in pθ has at most 2 cutpoints. Let θ x 2 be a substitution which is obtained from θ 2 by replacing all occurrences of b and all bridges appearing in θ 2 with bridge variables and removing all bindings for terminal variables in 
, there is a substitution θ 3 for p 3 such that qθ ∼ = p 3 θ 3 . Let θ x 3 be a substitution which is obtained from θ 3 by replacing all occurrences of b in θ 3 with bridge variables and removing all bindings for terminal variables in θ 3 . We have p 3 ∼ = p 3 θ x 3 , and then there is a bijection ζ : V (q) → V (p 3 ) satisfying the following conditions. (Fig. 8) for C. The sets of labels S and S can be computed in O(N min N ) time. By using a linear time algorithm for finding all blocks in a graph (Aho et al. 1974 (N min , N min ) ).
For all v ∈ V (q), λ q (v) = λ p 3 (ζ (v)).
If (v, v ) ∈ H (q) (v = v ) then (ζ (v), ζ (v )) ∈ H (p 3 ) holds. 3. If {v, v } ∈ E(q) then either (ζ (v), ζ (v )) ∈ H (p 3 ) or {ζ(v), ζ(v ))} ∈ E(p 3 ) with δ p 3 ({ζ(v), ζ(v )}) = δ q ({v, v }).
If {v, v } ∈ E(q) and (ζ (v), ζ (v )) ∈ H (p
Minimal language problem for bpo-graph patterns
In this section, we show that algorithm MINL[O] finds a minimally generalized bpo-graph pattern with respect to a given set of connected outerplanar graphs S ⊂ G Λ,Δ [O] in polynomial time.
Corollary 2 The minimal language problem for L Λ,Δ (O) is correctly computed in polynomial time.
Proof Since the class O contains finitely many different blocks, e.g., circles of arbitrary length, algorithm MINL[O] correctly finds a minimally generalized bpo-graph pattern explaining a given set of connected outerplanar graphs S ⊂ G Λ,Δ [O] .
For each refinement operation, we have to decide whether or not a temporary bpo-graph pattern explains S. Finally we have the following theorem and corollary.
Theorem 3 The class L Λ,Δ (C) is polynomial time inductively inferable from positive data if the class C satisfies the following conditions.
C satisfies a connected hereditary property.
C contains infinitely many different biconnected graphs or has infinitely many edge labels.
MC(n, N) is polynomial with respect to n and N .
Proof This theorem follows from Lemma 7, Theorems 1 and 2.
Corollary 3 The class L Λ,Δ (O) is polynomial time inductively inferable from positive data.
Pattern enumeration algorithms for frequent BPO-graph pattern problem
Let S be a finite subset of G Λ,Δ [O] and p a bpo-graph pattern in P Λ,Δ [O] . Then, we denote by O S (p) the set of outerplanar graphs in S which are matched by p, called the occurrence set of p with respect to S. The frequency of p with respect to S, denoted by supp S (p), is defined as supp S (p) = |O S (p)|/|S|. Let t be a real number where 0 < t ≤ 1. A bpograph pattern p ∈ P Λ,Δ [O] is t -frequent with respect to S if supp S (p) ≥ t . We call this real number t a frequency threshold. In this section, we give an algorithm for computing the following problem.
Frequent Block Preserving Outerplanar Graph Pattern Problem (FBPOGP Problem)
Input: A finite set of connected outerplanar graphs S ⊂ G Λ,Δ [O] and a frequency threshold t where 0 < t ≤ 1.
Output: The set of all t -frequent bpo-graph patterns in P Λ,Δ [O] with respect to S.
In this section, all vertices of the generated bpo-graph patterns are assumed to have terminal variables connecting to each of them. This is because we avoid to generate a huge number of patterns by the mining process. Then any generated bpo-graph pattern has terminal variables (u) for all vertices u of the bpo-graph pattern and they are not removed from it during the process of a pattern generation.
Let F t be the set of all t -frequent bpo-graph patterns with respect to S. Because the number of F t may be exponential in the vertex size of S, we cannot solve the problem for enumerating F t in polynomial time. We say that an algorithm solves the problem for enumerating F t in incremental polynomial time if the algorithm enumerates the first k patterns in F t in polynomial time with respect to the vertex sizes of S and the set of these k patterns for any k (1 ≤ k ≤ |F t |). In this section, we show that FBPOGP problem is computed in incremental polynomial time.
An apriori-like algorithm
We give an Apriori-like algorithm for computing FBPOGP problem. The algorithm is similar to the subgraph mining algorithm for outerplanar graphs described in (Horváth et al. 2006) . For an integer k ≥ 0, a k-bpo-graph pattern is defined to be a bpo-graph pattern such that the number of all bicomponents of it is equal to k. Let S be a set of outerplanar graphs in G Λ,Δ [O] and t a real number where 0 < t ≤ 1. Let F t k be the set of all t -frequent k-bpo-graph patterns with respect to S. We give the pattern enumeration algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 in Fig. 11 . The algorithm generates Procedure GENCANDIDATES: In the procedure we generate the set of candidate frequent k-bpo-graph patterns. Each candidate is obtained from two (k −1)-bpo-graph patterns which have an isomorphic (k − 2)-bpo-graph pattern.
Construct
For a k-bpo-graph pattern p (k ≥ 2), we say that a subgraph pattern p of p is said to be terminal if p is a 1-bpo-graph pattern and contains exactly one cutpoint of p. The cutpoint of p appearing in p is called the connected point of p to p. We denote by p p the (k − 1)-bpo-subgraph pattern obtained from p by removing all vertices of p except for the connected point of p . We denote by TB(p) the set of all terminal subgraph patterns of a bpograph pattern p. For two (k − 1)-bpo-graph patterns p 1 and p 2 , at line 4 we check whether or not p 1 p 1 is isomorphic to p 2 p 2 for each pair p 1 ∈ TB(p 1 ) and p 2 ∈ TB(p 2 ). If it is the case then we pick up all vertices of p 2 which correspond to the connected point u 1 of p 1 to p 1 (line 6). In order to obtain the set of vertices at line 6, for each vertex u ∈ V (p 2 p 2 ) we decide whether or not two rooted bpo-graph patterns (p 2 p 2 ) u and (p 2 p 2 ) ψ(u 1 ) are isomorphic where ψ is an isomorphism from
, we see that u corresponds to the connected point u 1 . For each vertex u which are obtained at line 6, we attach p 1 to p 2 by identifying u 1 with u and generate a new k-bpo-graph pattern (line 8). At line 9, for every candidate pattern p we check that p satisfies a necessary condition of the frequency pattern, that is, it decides whether or not V (p) . This is a useful heuristic procedure to make a candidate set for F t k smaller. In Fig. 13 , we give an example process of generating candidate k-bpo-graph patterns from two (k − 1)-bpo-graph patterns in the above way.
Lemma 9
For any k ≥ 2, procedure GENCANDIDATES in Fig. 11 computes a In this case, the (k − 2)-bpo-graph pattern which is subgraph isomorphic to p 1 and p 2 has more than one automorphisms, therefore, we can generate more than one k-bpo-graph patterns from p 1 and p 2 . We omit terminal variables in this figure most 2n. The double foreach-loop at lines 2 and 3 iterates O(N 2 ) times. At line 4 we decide in linear time whether or not the two bpo-graph patterns p 1 p 1 and p 2 p 2 are isomorphic each other by using a linear time isomorphism algorithm for planar graphs in (Hopcroft and Wong 1974) . The set of vertices U at line 6 is computed in O(n 2 ) time. In order to quickly decide whether or not a bpo-graph pattern is included in a set of bpo-graph pattern, we adopt a canonical string representation described in (Horváth et al. 2006) , which satisfies that two outerplanar graphs have the same canonical string if and only if they are isomorphic. We transform a bpo-graph pattern p into its canonical string in O(|V (p)| 2 log |V (p)|), and computes the if-statement at line 9 in O(n log |C t k | + n(n 2 log n + n log |F Frequency calculation: At line 6 of algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0, we decide whether or not a candidate k-bpo-graph pattern is t -frequent with respect to S. We use a well-known heuristics to reduce the number of pattern matching operations. Let p be a candidate k-bpograph pattern obtained from two (k − 1)-bpo-graph patterns p 1 and p 2 . In order to compute the occurrence set O S (p), it is enough to compute the occurrence set of p with respect to
From Theorem 1 and Lemma 9, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 10 Finally we have the following theorem.
Theorem 4 Algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 correctly solves FBPOGP problem in incremental polynomial time.
A refinement-based algorithm
In this section, we give an improved version of algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 and describe pattern enumeration algorithm GENPATTERNS-2.0 in Fig. 14 . Algorithm GENPATTERNS-2.0 consists of two main parts, a generation process of the most generalized bpo-graph patterns and a refinement process of them. First we describe the detail of the generation of most generalized bpo-graph patterns at lines 5-9 of GENPATTERNS-2.0 and then give explanations of GENREFINEDPATTERNS at line 11 and COUNTFREQUENCY at line 12.
Generation of the most generalized bpo-graph patterns in F t k . For a set of bpo-graph patterns F and a bpo-graph pattern p ∈ F , we say that p is the most generalized bpo-graph pattern in F if there does not exist a bpo-graph
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 11 A bpo-graph pattern p ∈ F t k is the most generalized bpo-graph pattern in F t k if and only if p has no bridge and no block which has at most 2 cutpoints.
Proof If p has a bridge or a block which has at most 2 cutpoints, a bpo-graph pattern q obtained from p by replacing the bridge or block with a bridge variable is in F t k and satisfies
Let G be an outerplanar graph which is obtained from p by replacing all bridge variables with cycles of length |V (p)|+1, and all terminal variables with single vertices. Since G ∈ L O (q), there is a substitution θ such that G ∼ = qθ . Since both p and q are k-bpo-graph patterns, any binding for a bridge variable in θ is to replace it with either one labeled edge or one block. If θ contains a binding for a bridge variable which is replaced with a graph having at most |V (p)| vertices, from the construction of G, p has a bridge or a block which has at most 2 cutpoints. Otherwise From Lemma 11, any (k − 1)-bpo-graph pattern which is a subgraph pattern of the most generalized bpo-graph patterns in F t k satisfies that (1) there is no bridge and (2) each block has at least 2 cutpoints. At line 5 of GENPATTERNS-2.0 we extract the set F M of all bpograph patterns satisfying (1) and (2) from F t k . At line 7, we generate candidates of the most generalized bpo-graph patterns in F t k+1 from F M . We use a similar method to procedure GENCANDIDATES in algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 in order to generate candidates, but we note that for an input set F M , procedure GEN-CANDIDATES generates extra bpo-graph patterns which have a block having at most 2 cutpoints. So, we use procedure GENCANDIDATES-R which is improved so as to generate only bpo-graph patterns which meet the requirements to be most generalized. The set of all most generalized bpo-graph patterns is computable in polynomial time with respect to the vertex sizes of F M and S. It is the same time complexity as that of algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0.
Procedure GENREFINEDPATTERNS. We describe procedure GENREFINEDPATTERNS in Fig. 15 . The procedure is based on the following lemma.
Lemma 12 For any
Proof Let p M be a bpo-graph pattern which is obtained from p by replacing all bridges and blocks containing at most 2 cutpoints by bridge variables. It is clear that p M is the most generalized bpo-graph pattern in F t k . Let θ be a substitution which replaces all variables made by the above operation with the original bridges and blocks, then p ∼ = p M θ holds. 
. For a bpo-graph pattern p which has bridge variables ( ≥ 1), procedure REPLACEVARIABLE proceeds to generate bpo-graph patterns q which have − 1 bridge variables, in a similar way to refinement operators LABELEDEDGEREPLACEMENT and BLOCKREPLACEMENT in Sect. 4. Procedure COUNTFREQUENCY. We describe this procedure in Fig. 16 . The procedure exactly selects all t -frequent k-bpo-graph patterns from the output of procedure GENRE-FINEDPATTERNS. Let p M be the most generalized k-bpo-graph pattern in F t k and U = O S (p M ). Let C be the output set of GENREFINEDPATTERNS for an input p M . Since any
and the occurrence set of q has already been computed, the occurrence set of p is computed only from U − O S (q) . In this way, we reduce the number of pattern matchings in this procedure. First of all, COUNTFREQUENCY computes all occurrence sets of bpo-graph patterns in C which have no variable, and decide whether or not they are frequent (lines 3-6). Next, for all i ≥ 1, the procedure computes the occurrence sets of all bpo-graph patterns in C Fig. 16 An algorithm for counting frequencies of given bpo-graph patterns which have i variables by using the occurrence sets of bpo-graph patterns which have i − 1 variables (lines 7-14) . To be precise, in order to compute the occurrence set of a bpo-graph pattern p, first we compute the union W of occurrence sets of bpo-graph patterns which are obtained by applying procedure REPLACEVARIABLE to p (line 10). Then we compute the occurrence set of p with respect to U − W and obtain O U (p) (line 11).
We have the following lemma. 
Lemma 13
Maximality Test 2: For a k-bpo-graph
which has p as its bpo-subgraph pattern, p is not maximal t -frequent. Let Λ 1 be the set of all vertex labels appearing in F t 1 . This maximality test corresponds to Λ 1 -LABELEDVERTEXADDITION for each terminal variable of p. In order to do this maximality test easily, we make the bidirectional links between p and all (k + 1)-bpo-graph patterns p which have p as its bpo-subgraph pattern. These links are added when the if-statement at line 6 of every REPLACEVARIABLE application is executed.
Maximality Test 3:
Let 2 be the set of all vertex labels of cutpoints of bpo-graph patterns in F t 2 consisting of exactly two bridge variables. For each bridge variable h of p, if at least one of (k + 1)-bpo-graph patterns p obtained from p by applying Λ 2 -LABELEDVERTEXADDITION to h is in F t k+1 , p is not maximal t -frequent.
The next theorem is proved in a similar way to Lemma 8. [O] . Procedures Maximality Tests 1-3 correctly decide whether or not p is maximal t -frequent with respect to S.
Theorem 6 Let p be a t -frequent bpo-graph pattern with respect to a given set of connected outerplanar graphs S ⊆ G Λ,Δ
Experimental results
We have implemented our frequent bpo-graph pattern mining algorithms and tested on chemical datasets. In our experiments, we used a dataset containing 250,251 chemical compounds, which is available from National Cancer Institute (NCI) (NCI 2000) . The NCI dataset contains 236,180 compounds which can be expressed by connected or disconnected outerplanar graphs. In particular, we used a set of 223,912 compounds which can be expressed by connected outerplanar graphs. In the dataset, there are 81 distinct vertex labels which correspond to types of atoms, three distinct edge labels which correspond to types of bonds, and 10,374 pairwise non-isomorphic blocks. Though, there are only 6 atom types and one block, that is, C, Cl, H, N, O, S, and the benzene ring, whose frequencies are beyond 0.1. We experimented on various subsets of the original dataset of 223,912 compounds, however frequent atom types and blocks of datasets used in our experiments are almost the same as those of the original dataset. The implementation is by javac 1.5.0_07 and on an Intel Core 2 Duo E6300 (1.86 GHz) machine with 2.00 GB RAM, running the Linux operating system. All the running times reported as follows are in seconds.
Apriori-like algorithm versus refinement-based algorithm
First, we carried out experiments to compare performances of algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 with performances of algorithm GENPATTERNS-2.0. We used a dataset consisting of 100 outerplanar molecular graphs, which are chosen from NSC number 1 to 100. We set frequency thresholds to be 0.5, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1, and tested on the dataset with respect to the frequencies. We show the results with frequency thresholds 0.5 and 0.4 in Table 1 , with frequency thresholds 0.3 and 0.2 in Table 2 , and with frequency threshold 0.1 in Table 3 . We only show experimental results obtained by experiments which finished in about 250,000 seconds (about 70 hours). For frequencies 0.3, 0.2 and 0.1, algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 did not complete within the time frame.
In the tables, C t k means the set of all candidate k-bpo-graph patterns outputted by GENCANDIDATES-R and GENREFINEDPATTERNS during the k-th iteration of the whileloop at lines 4-16 in algorithm GENPATTERNS-2.0 (see Fig. 14) . In the tables we omit the number of candidates of algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 (i.e., the number of candidate k-bpograph patterns generated by GENCANDIDATES), since it was almost the same as the number of candidates of algorithm GENPATTERNS-2.0. This is because both algorithms apply the same reduction method at line 9 in GENCANDIDATES and line 6 in REPLACEVARIABLE. The average of |C t k |/|F t k | is very close to 1. If the reduction method does not applied, the numbers of candidates rise about 3-7 times. Therefore, we succeed to reduce candidate bpo-graph patterns and the running time for computing the frequencies of candidates.
We utilize only the most generalized (k − 1)-bpo-graph patterns from F t k−1 to generate candidates of t -frequent k-bpo-graph patterns. Therefore GENPATTERNS-2.0 becomes faster than GENPATTERNS-1.0. For example, for frequency threshold 0.3, the total running time of GENPATTERNS-1.0 for the generation of F 0.3 10 from F 0.3 0 is 122,015 seconds. On the other hand, the total running time of GENPATTERNS-2.0 is 426 seconds, which is reduced to about 1/286 of that of GENPATTERNS-1.0. For frequency 0.1, GENPATTERNS-2.0 could find as many as 48 million frequent bpo-graph patterns. The column specified with M t k shows the numbers of bpo-graph patterns in M t k , which are found to be extremely smaller than |F t k | for any frequency threshold. The numbers of frequent patterns and maximal frequent patterns depend on an input dataset. In this case it would appear that the dataset does not contain scattering data and there are many graphs which have large common structures. 
Scalability
We carried out experiments to test the scalability of algorithm GENPATTERNS-2.0. First, we evaluated the scalability with respect to the dataset size. We used four datasets which contain 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, and 10,000 outerplanar molecular graphs, respectively. Each dataset was randomly chosen from the original dataset, so that the average number of vertices of graphs is about 30. We set frequency thresholds to be 0.5, 0.4, 0.3 and 0.2, and tested on each dataset with respect to the frequencies. The results are given in Table 4 . As expected, as the dataset size increases the running time increases. For example, for frequency 0.2, on datasets of 1,000, 2,000, 5,000, and 10,000 compounds, the times needed for generation per pattern are 12, 23, 52 and 95 milliseconds, respectively. We can see that the time needed per pattern scales linearly with respect to the dataset size. Next, we evaluated the scalability with respect to the graph size, i.e., the number of vertices. We created three datasets which contain 1,000 outerplanar molecular graphs respectively, so that each dataset has a different average graph size. The average graph sizes of datasets we created are 21, 29 and 38, respectively. We modulated the frequency thresh-old from 0.5 to 0.2, and tested on each dataset with respect to the frequency threshold. The results are given in Table 5 . The table shows that as we increase the average graph size the number of frequent bpo-graph patterns increases, but the time needed for generation per pattern does not increase. For example, for frequency 0.2, on datasets whose average graph sizes are 21, 29 and 38, the times needed per pattern are 12, 10 and 7 milliseconds, respectively. For each dataset and frequency threshold, more than 90% of the total time is the time for counting frequency. From Theorem 1, if we naively counted frequencies, the time needed per pattern would vary directly with the square of the average graph size. The reason why it was not the case is that as the number of bpo-graph patterns generated from one most generalized bpo-graph pattern increases, the occurrence sets of bpo-graph patterns overlaps more often and the number of pattern matching operations in COUNTFREQUENCY decreases.
Study with respect to bridge variables
We divided sets of frequent bpo-graph patterns discovered in experiments on the dataset containing 10,000 compounds with respect to the number of bridge variables. The results Table 6 The number of frequent bpo-graph patterns with respect to the number of bridge variables, which are discovered in the experiment on the dataset containing 10,000 compounds. F t (r) (resp. M t (r)) means the set of all t -frequent bpo-graph patterns (resp. maximal t -frequent bpo-graph patterns) with r bridge variables where r ≥ 0 r t= 0.5 t = 0. are given in Table 6 . For any frequency threshold, the number of frequent bpo-graph patterns with no bridge variable is relatively smaller than the total number of frequent bpo-graph patterns. Our method succeeds in generating many frequent bpo-graph patterns in which some frequent subgraphs are connected to one another with bridge variables. For frequency 0.2, we counted pairs of bpo-graph patterns with no bridge variable which appear in the same bpo-graph pattern with one bridge variable, and found out 644 distinct pairs. Since there are 1,104 bpo-graph patterns with one bridge variable whose frequencies are over 0.2, it means that there exists 1104/644 1.7 bpo-graph patterns with one bridge variable with respect to one pair of bpo-graph patterns with no bridge variable. Figure 17 shows some of discovered bpo-graph patterns whose frequencies are over 0.2. The upper in Fig. 17 are bpo-graph patterns with no bridge variable, and the lower are bpo-graph patterns with one bridge variable which are obtained from the upper bpo-graph patterns by connecting with a bridge variable. By using graph pattern with internal variables, our method successfully generates graph patterns representing more characteristic common structures compared to subgraph mining.
Conclusion and future work
In this paper, from the viewpoint of computational and algorithmic learning theory, we have considered a graph mining problem of extracting structural features from graph data. Firstly, we have defined a block preserving graph pattern, called a bp-graph pattern, as a new graph Fig. 17 Examples of discovered bpo-graph patterns in the experiment on the dataset containing 10,000 compounds and frequency 0.2. In the figure, edges with label d mean double bonds between atoms, and edges with no label mean single bonds pattern having structured variables. Secondly, we have presented a polynomial time algorithm for solving a pattern matching problem of deciding whether or not a given bp-graph pattern matches a given connected graph in a special graph class C. C is defined as the set of graphs that satisfies a connected hereditary property, contains infinitely many different biconnected graphs, and for which a special kind of the graph isomorphism problem can be computed in polynomial time. Thirdly, by giving refinement operators over bp-graph patterns, we have presented a polynomial time algorithm for finding a minimally generalized bp-graph pattern explaining a given set of connected graphs in C. Therefore, we have shown that the class of graph languages generated by bp-graph patterns for C is polynomial time inductively inferable from positive data. The set of connected outerplanar graphs O satis-fies the above conditions for C. Based on these results, we have proposed two incremental polynomial time algorithms for enumerating all frequent bp-graph patterns with respect to a given finite set of graphs in O. One is an Apriori-like algorithm GENPATTERNS-1.0 and the other is a refinement-based algorithm GENPATTERNS-2.0. Finally, in order to evaluate the performance of the two algorithms, we have reported experimental results obtained by applying the two graph mining algorithms to a subset of the NCI dataset (NCI 2000) , almost of whose elements are expressed by graphs in O.
A bpo-graph pattern represents an expressive graph structure among blocks. However, it cannot represent internal structures common to different blocks if the blocks are not isomorphic. Hence, we are also considering extensions of representational power of bp-graph patterns. In , we introduced a more expressive outerplanar graph pattern than bpo-graph patterns, called an externally extensible outerplanar graph pattern (eeo-graph pattern for short). Unlike bpo-graph patterns, eeo-graph patterns have variables which are contained in blocks. We have proposed a polynomial time matching algorithm for eeo-graph patterns ). An eeo-graph pattern is one of extensions of bp-graph patterns, but eeo-graph patterns are applied only to outerplanar graphs. Based on the concept of term graph patterns (Uchida et al. 1995) , we will study more expressive graph patterns.
The pattern matching problem for a tree-structured pattern which has variables with more than 3 ports is NP-complete (Miyahara et al. 2000) . However, it is open whether or not there is a polynomial time matching algorithm for the class of bpo-graph patterns all of whose variables have at most 3 ports. In the framework of exact learning model, Okada et al. (2007) showed polynomial time learnabilities of finite unions of some kinds of term graph patterns. We will consider polynomial time learnabilities of finite unions of bp-graph patterns for C using queries.
As other future works, we will study practical applications of graph mining algorithms proposed in this paper. In the field of frequent itemset mining, several efficient methods for document clustering using frequent itemsets are proposed (Fung et al. 2003; Kryszkiewicz and Skonieczny 2006) . In the field of graph classification, several efficient classifiers using kernel methods or boosting methods are proposed (Kashima and Koyanagi 2002; Kuboyama et al. 2006; Kudo et al. 2004) . Using the learning algorithms, we will propose efficient graph mining techniques of clustering graph data.
